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This is time of incredible
confusion
Norval Reece candidate for
the Democratic nomination for
Senate from Pennsylvania
addressed group of Montgom
ery County residents who came to
the Lecture Room of the Atwood
Library on Sunday April 19 Mr
Reece spoke on national priorities
and foreign policy for the Peace
Action Coalition of Eastern Mont-
gomey County PACEIM
Even the view from abroad is
one of confusion he said
Should we be going into countries
to prevent hostile govermnent
from taking over He pointed
out 42 alliances which commit the
United States by treaty to inter-
vene in the military affairs of
those nations
If we are not going to try to
be the policemen of the world we
need department of defense not
offense
No one can tell me the United
States is vulnerable to attack he
continued We are not weak but
to hear our defense department
budget youd think we were on the
brink we are paranoid
The head of Reece Associates
consultants on urban affairs ack
nowledged the immense supply of
warfare equipment owned by the
Country Now that we have
enough nerve gas to kill the popu
lation of the world six times over
he explained and we have decided
we dont want it how do we get
rid of it Burning would send
powerful pollutants into the air
and burying cannot prevent seep-
age
The idea that because war is
prosperous we should go on fight-
jag and because weapons are pros-
porous we should go on producing
weapons is morally wrong said
Mr Reece
In todays Senate one man can
make difference the candidate
noted If Norval Reece had been
in the Senate instead of Hugh
Scott the ABM would have failed
The bill which allowed the anti-
ballistic missile system to be pro-
duced was passed by single vote
majority Senator Scott the miii-
show of student work
from Dr Charles Halls
Religion 10 and Religion 25
courses is hanging in the Thrall
Gallery in the entrance of the
Spruance Art Center The show is
particularly exciting because it in-
eludes the students term papers
which are often explanatory It is
chance to discover something
about the intentions of the artist
directly It is deeper view of
art than can usually be achieved
Focusing on German philosopher
Paul Tillichs concept that religion
Is mans ultimate concern as sym
bolized by God some 20-odd stu
dents exhibit their own personal
expressions in many media re
sponse to the ideas theories and
books each has found most mean-
ingful to her Forced to look be-
yond traditional and out-moded re
ligious symbols of God or Ultimate
Concern many fresh and original
Ideas have been borne
The show is made up of pant-
Ings Buber-box musical score
and recording watercolors and
prints Also on exhibit is
ma1l book made by Judy Adelman
lustrating Bonhoeffers Letters
feel these policies must be
changed Mr Reece stated
There must be change of per-
sonalities One method he ap
proves is mandatory retirement
for all federal officials at age 70
Senator Scott he lightly re
minded turns 70 this summer
The 36-year-old candidate smiled
promise Ill retire at 70
The handsome compact Phila
deiphian with Paul Newman blue
eyes must win the May 19 pt-i-
mary before he even begins the
race for political career in the
Senate In Pennsylvania can-
didate may run either on party
ticket or independently but he may
not register to run on both slates
Therefore if Mr Reece loses the
nomination to State Senator Wil
ham Sesler the party-backed can-
didate from Erie he cannot regis-
ter to run as an independent
But Norval Reece actively try-
ing to mobilize the 500000 voters
who backed Senators Eugene Mc-
Carthy and Robert Kennedy in
1968 is optimistic
There are good men in both
the Senate and the House but we
need more he said in an earlier
interview like to think that
if were in Congress things would
be different
and Papers from Prison
Dealing with such topics as sym
bols or images of God emotional
or intellectual response to life re
ation time or the origins of man
as weU as varying symbolic es
sences of todays religious move-
ments these works allow for per-
sonal individualized interpretation
of or adaption to religious and phi-
losophical concepts
The complexity of expression the
influence of culture on artistic ex
pression and the influence of cul
ture on religion make the artists
forms relevant to ultimate con-
cern It is an existential corn-
mitment by the artist
If you are able to see the show
before it closes May you might
keep in mind the complexity of how
and why the artist chose the form
she did It makes the process al
most unknown somehow func
tion of the artists self
This is great exhibit of work
largely done by junior and senior
art majors The show is really
outstanding the work exhibited is
excellent showing underneath
everything unterdeparttnentai con-
cer
BEAVER COLLEGE GLENSIDEI PA
The issue of parietals which has
ornunated campus thought for
more than semester is in the
process of coming to close Ac-
tions taken recently by the Board
of Trustees have made great ad-
vances in the settlement of the is-
sue much to the relief of all par-
ties involved
15-page letter to the trustees
incorporating rationale both for
and against 24-hour parietals writ-
ten by various students and pre
pared by Student Government
President Arlene Weissman has
been sent to each member of the
board At meeting held on April
22 the trustees met to discuss this
information Eight students some
for and some against parietals met
with the trustees on April 26 to
discuss any further questions or
problems final vote is sched
uled for May
The letter which is posted
around the campus for all students
to read begins system of
parietais like any set of regula
tions connected with the school life
of the entire college population is
of paramount concern to all Bea
ver resident students We do
recognize that there is no easy
answer that will satisfy or recon
cue all concerned
Forged
Freedom requires regula
tions which reflect sensitive re
gard for the life and feelings of
all members of the community
let it be known that we do realize
that democracy does not necessar
ily result from majority rule but
rather from the forged compromise
of the majority with the minority
Ihaver Blacks Ilolul
Recrnitirnj Pr.uqram
by Gail Pasternak
Keeping in mind that high school
juniors will soon be seeking the
college that best suits their tastes
and desires the Beaver Blacks un
der the chairmanship of Jacquelyn
Harrison held recruiting day on
April 18 for 23 black students in
the Philadelphia New York City
and New Jersey area This was
the second such program in two
years
The 23 girls representing high
schools that were on list of 52
schools receiving invitations to the
program experienced full day
and night at Beaver The program
culminated with mixer on campus
and night spent in the dorms
Financial aid the question of
the womans role in college and
aspects of the black experience on
the college campus were considered
and discussed by the speakers and
in the workshops that filled the
days program The speakers and
workshop leaders were advisers
admissions officials and Beaver
students
It went very well said Jackie
as she explained the visitors re
actions She was pleased that they
showed an interest in and were
quite impressed with Beaver She
added that they were particularly
impressed by Beavers honor code
and the students attitude of com
pliance with it
Jackie also cited admissions offi
cials feelings as being positive and
geared toward the possibility of
repeating the program in coming
years And on the side she ex
pressed the Associations gratitude
for those people who donated their
beds to the program
by Sandy Thompson
It is made clear in this letter
that student control is not being
demaeded in any degree Were
not demanding student control
only requesting voice in the mat-
ter We believe in order to be
effective we must work together
with the trustees in as many areas
as possible
Included in the rationale against
24-hour parietals are secnriity prob
lems privacy and lack of student
responsibility Furthermore it is
noted that parents pay
large sum of money to allow us to
come to Beaver College to live here
in privacy and security without in-
fringement of those rights by men
The rationale for 24-hour pane-
tals begins with an examination of
the objections raised by those
against them It then goes on to
include the individuals responsi
bility for conducting her own life
undesirability of present campus
life and its possible improvement
and the question of in loco pa
Dissent is one of the most salient
aspects of Americas past and
present Initially it gave birth to
the nation through revolution
that espoused egalitarian ideals
Today voices of dissent are raised
once again and they call for
second revolution revolution
that will reconcile the original
ideals upon which the country was
founded with the social economic
and political systems that have
evolved in their place
major problem confronting
this effort has been defined as one
of communication communica
tion between activist and intellec
tual between the dissident and the
silent majority between America
and countries abroad If means
of bridging the chasm is mire-
solved the voices are in effect
shouting into the wilderness
This is the problem to be con-
sidered on Saturday May
ascribed by Dr Patrick Hazard
as May Day P1u3 One when four
part symposium entitled J2adicu
Alternatives in the Study of Amer
lea will be conducted am to
p.m in the Castle
Hollering and How
Phase proceeding from the Rev-
erend Jesse Jacksons contention
that No man can tell man who
is hurting how to holler will cen
ter around the Bills of Grievances
to be delivered by panel corn-
prised of representatives from the
major organizations of dissent in
America today Mr Horace Wood-
land will serve as moderator for
this group that includes Joan Mac-
Intosh Schechner Beaver 67
member of the Performance Group
cast Dionysius in 69 Mohammed
Kenyatta Black Economic Con-
ference and Dr Miriam Kotizn
assistant professor of Humanities
Drexel University
The media play an important role
in communicating and interpreting
the forces of unrest and the
changes these have effected in our
society Phase II of the symposium
will consider the role of the media
positing discussion that will take
off from Vice President Spiro Ag-
news recent charges concerning
the fraternal nature of the press
Reginald Bryant of the Philadel
Volume XLIV No 24
rentis in the reasoning for 24-hour
parietals
Too Much To Lose
Recent campus feeling is sum-
med up in one of the letters final
statements We do not support
anarchy nor college that is void
of any regulations We ask for
framework under which our needs
as women can be met
in light of the recent meetings
held by the trustees student con-
cern has taken on an air of en-
couragement Although the issue
was considered by some to be
threat to campus peace it has
been maintained by those most In-
volved that channels between the
administration and the student
body must remain open and that
there has never been any other
wish expressed Said one student
If this can be settled within the
proper channels it says lot for
Beavers methods of communion-
tion Well do everything possible
to keep things open There is too
much to lose to act too suddenly
or without thought
phia school system will head
panel consisting of Inez Gottlieb
Director Community Affairs
WCAU TV Peter Binzen Urban
Affairs Editor The Bulletin Alan
Halpern managing editor PMZa
deiphia magazine John Saun
ders managing editor The Philo
delphia Tribune and Henry
Alter National Educational Tele
vision
Spec Too Late
interpretation and resolution of
present issues requires an under-
standing of the past revolutionary
changes can be evaluated only by
comparison with tradition The
establishment of more pronounced
historical consciousness is schol
arly concern and will be the topic
considered during Phase Ill of the
symposium Members of panel
will speculate on improved meth
ods by which research and publica
tions of the academic world might
better benefit the American public
Panel members include Dr Daniel
Walden associate professor Amer
lean Studies Penn State Dr Claire
Fox Jefferson Medical College Dr
Samuel Cameron clinical psychol
ogist Beaver College Dean Mich-
ad liockland Douglass College
Rutgers and Leslie Desmangles
Haitian doctoral candidte prim-
itive religion Temple University
May Day Plus One will close
with Liberation Film Festival
So far films listed for showing
are Gang Aint Nothin But
Friends Bryant WCAU-TV
Monterey Pop Pennebacker
The Revolution Is In Your Heads
The Counter-inaugural Ball held
at the beginning of the Nixon Ad-
ministration Law and Order
Frederich Wiseman PBC
study of the Kansas City Police
Force
Students are welcome to attend
as guests of the American Studies
Association
The last meeting of the House
of Representatives for the 1969-
70 year will be May at 430
p.m in the Rose Room
The Weather
Reflecting $at1cr
Senate Candidate Reece
Addresses Peace Group
We are stardu.t
by Jackie Manela
Trustees Discuss Parietals
Mr Norval Reece
ority leader affirmed the billion
dollar proposal while incidently
defeating an ald-to--education bill
as too inflationary
May Day Plus One to Confront
Radical Alternatives in America
by Linda Edwards
Student Show Expresses
Tihichs Ultimate Concern
by Cindy Burleigh and Gil Bonfietti
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eacL to tIe arhn
Perhaps we have been overwhelmed by
parietals Perhaps we have neglected other
issues needing attention Perhaps we have
forgotten what we do have so caught up are
we in what we dont have
Tn any case without forgetting the pres
ent problems we must re-focus our sights
and regain perspective We are social and
an academic community To forget this is
fatal to our role in the community
Think of Forum teacher-course evalua
tion the Honor Code the environment the
universe and remember that these items
still require attention Think of summer
vacation Glenside Beaver Beach picnics
exam week chocolate chip brownies aller
gies anj remember that they exist now and
have existed throughout the life of the
parietal issue
And remember what we have learned
during the development of this issue that
we are community of individuals and should
treat each other as such and that we
should learn to know each other better
ii Lappeno all ILe time
Its this place it does things to you
Thats well-known rationale for assorted petti
ness boredom and immaturity that we display on
campus in dorms in classes at dinner and among
ourselves in general Maybe this place is the
reason But what does this place connote Is it
Beaver the academic environment Is it Beaver
the social environment Is it Beaver the emo
tional environment Or maybe its little bit of
everything and not much of anything
Beaver is we the students pupils If you
think the place does things to you that means
your fellow students are doing things to you This
much you probably think already But it also means
that you are doing things to your fellows friends
enemies fa.miliares ignorees theyre all still your
fellows fellow human beings to be respected
at Beaver as they are to be respected in the world
as you are to be respected Its bit of brush-off
to simply accept certain atmosphere of our en
vironment whet it doesnt even exist as such unless
we dont make it that way
Beaver t.se1f is small breathing community
of life it Is ttot particularly as is commonly
espoused conducie to intellectual molasses unless
the girls get bogged down themselves On the con
trary the faculty is full of good people fine teachers
that teach academics and more They are people
there to help our minds and attitudes too Whether
we students that we are take advantage of them
or not really come ha.lf-way or not is another
question entirely
But the atmosphere here sometimes is fright
eningly cold and closed There arent enough smiles
there isnt enough understanding enough empathy
enough cooperation in the effort to educate one and
all fully to the greatest level possible
so that
the world will be that much more open that much
warmer when we finally touch it
The earth is polluted with alienation of the
individual an upset of values misunderstanding
between people between groups between nations
If 800 semI-similar American women cant live and
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CINEMA
ART EXHIBITS
Philadelphia Museum of Art
Through June 14 Works of Jasper Johns
THEATRE
Manning Street Theatre 1520 Lombard Street
Through May Joe Egg 800 p.m
eeda ee
The following letter appeared in the April 17
sue of the Crestiad Cedar Crest College paper
Shower CompfanLi
Dear Editor
The Student Handbook states
that day students are allowed the
use of school facilities until 1100
p.m on week nights and until
1230 a.m on Friday and Saturday
nights The day student facilities
are limited to the day student
lounge located in Heinz the ad
joining locker room and rest room
with shower There is also
study room across the hall used
by day and resident students alike
These facilities are used heavily
during the day and often at night
especially on weekends
Recently our few facilities have
been put to use for the benefit of
the resident students and the
guests of Spring Weekend
During Spring Weekend group
of day students was asked to va
cate the day student lounge so the
leader of the jazz trio could use our
shower This seemed to us an
intrusion upon our privacy and
privileges After debate we moved
our gathering and gave our shower
to the musician
Also Friday night at about
700 p.m guard had to be posted
while young gentleman from
the University of Pennsylvania
took advantage of our shower
facilities
There are guest rooms in Kist
ler where there are facilities avail
able for any of the colleges guests
that need them If these cannot
or will not be used we day stu
dents ask that prior arrangements
be made to use our lounge We
would be willing to relinquish our
privileges for while if no other
arrangements can be made
Now on to another matter Our
locker room contains bed of
sorts which last Monday was re
moved and someone set up house
keeping in the study room across
the hall If this bed is so desper
ately neded if dorm space is so
limited we day students will be
happy to make arrangements for
its use on day-to-day rental ba
We hope our complaints and
recommendations will be taken in
to consideration We day students
may only be 100 strong but we do
have voice in the school
Robyn Dorn and
24 Other Day Students
Super Jrip
To the Editor
At 830 am Monday May
SEPTA will intercept mixed con
tingent of culture seekers from
the greater Glenside community
to several important 10-century
painting sculpture decor and
architecture exhibitions in New
York City at the Metropolitan
the Whitney and the Museum of
Modern Art Monday is free day
so the only cost is 50 for the
Whitney plus the bus fare $3 50-
$500 dependmg on how fully
loaded the bus is The bus re
turns after the MOMA movie thus
arriving back in Glenside about
midnight Sign up on Dr Hazards
door 105 by April 30
Last call for three week
trip to Mexico beginning May 17
estimated cost $150 For further
details see Zapata in room 105
Car Committee ignores
fleeciS o/ StuclenLs
To the Editor
In the April 21 Issue of the Bea
ver News an announcement ap
peared concerning the temporary
suspension of senior car privileges
Next year seniors with 2.0 cum
ulative ratio will not be allowed to
have cars on campus due to the
anticipated increase in day stu
dents can no longer tolerate
the dictates of the Car Committee
grant that Beaver has small
campus but there seems to be
lack of forethought and under
standing We would all like to
keep Beavers campus green and
fertile but there is an extreme to
everything The maintenance of
Beavers beauty is one of the ar
guments given against maldrig
more parking spaces It does not
follow that Beaver will turn into
the concrete campus that the Car
Committee feels will result with
more spaces
There is lack of sufficient effi
ciency of space For one example
last winter personally took
count of the empty spaces around
lOistler and Dilworth dorms
Checking twice day found an
average of 22 empty parking
spaces There could also be more
spaces made available around the
Little Theatre and Murphy ChapeL
The extensive new curbing around
few of the parking areas has
taken up more than ten spaces
car is very Important factor
in the functioning of student
Beavers location could be ideal
but only with the availability of
transportation Efficient transpor
tation would be the answer but
until that is accomplished what
The Car Committee has always
regretted that there are no park
ing facilities in the area but
does not seem willing to help
when only it can Since Beaver is
in the process of expanding the
student body and all of its facili
ties why are the parking facili
ties being ignored and even re
stricted Colleges are trying to
relate and be involved with their
communities Should not all col
lege communities try to help
The Car Committee has larger
responsibility than it seems to un
derstand think it is about time
that students compel the Commit
tee to be realistic and progressive
since it seems unwilling to be so
on its own
Betsy Boyce
SUPERTURISTA
Tuesday1 April 28 1971
ee
University of Pennsylvania Irvine Auditorium
April 29 Butch Cassidy and the Eundance Kid
May The Sterile Cuckoo
700 p.m and 930 p.m
Philadelphia Museum of Art
April 29 Flying Down to Rio Van Pelt Audi
torium 730 p.m
May The Birds the Bees and the Italians
The Door
In the Exceptional Films Society
west entrance of museum
Paper Conjerualion
flee 11 on Campus
To the Editor
We have all been hearing quite
bit about the roles eac of us can
play in cleaning up the environ
ment each of us has had hand in
creating All of us should be or
should get serious about paper con
servation and do our best to save
few trees here and there
am however astonished at the
recent publication of the admin
istrative offices which could do
with little more seriousness in
the paper consumption department
We can all commend and thank
Mrs Weiss and her crew for hard
and worthwhile efforts in research
ing this list but when it takes
13 pages of what was once
beautiful tree in some ex-park for
each of some 800 students to get
copy thats 10400 sheets of ex
tree then someone better
think of better way
It seems that some process could
be devised whore one sheet of pa
per can service two pages where
the back of each sheet is utilized
mimeograph process allows for
dual use of one sheet of paper and
perhaps would slice prices for the
school budget as well as show con
sideration this kind of exploitation
of our natural environment
Gil Bonfietti
La Salle College Union
May 1-21 New England Group displays by
artists from the New England area
MUSIC
Academy of Music
May London Philharmonic with Bernard
Haitink conductor and Byron Janis pianist
LECTURES
St Josephs College
April 28 The State Department at Work in
Latin America Dr William Simonson
Villiger Building 330 p.m
Swarthinore College
May Structuralism the relationship of
anthropology to literary criticism by Nathan-
iel Tarn French anthropologist and literary
critic 00 pin
is-
Dear Nellie Louise
am beginning to get complex have
lot of blind dates who act as if they like
me and say they will call me back Then
the phone never rings
use Head and Shoulders Scope Clearasil
Maybelline Innocent Color Arid Extra Dry
and FDS With all this couldnt lose But
do What should try next
Betty Blind-date
Dear Betty Blind-date
Good heavens girl nothing If you must
try anything try little soap and water
With all those odors you must smell like
fire in an incense shop Not only that youre
probably killing yourself with those aids
If you keep that up youll develop watery
eyes dried out hair roots blocked pores and
itchy scalp and have to transfer to Beaver
So shape up or well be calling you Betty
Beaver
Nellie LouIse
Any replies may be addressed to the Editor The
Crestiad Cedar Crest College Allentown Perinsyl
van.ia
Registration Begins Today
Class registration for the fall semester begins
today at 130 p.m In the Library Lecture Room
with rising seniors processing their forms
and
schedules The same procedure will be followed
by rIsing juniors on Wednesday April 29 and
rising sophomores on Thursday April 30 same
time same place The Office of the Registrar
wishes to remind all students that those who
failed to pre-register on April 10 and those who
have not paid the required deposit for next year
will not be permitted to register until September
give
Oh gonna try with little help from my
Belated congratulations to Dr and Mrs Perrin
Cohen on the birth of their first child Pieter
Aaron on March 21 1970 in Tallahassee All
of those who knew and worked with Dr Cohen
wish het well with the lb oz addition to
her family
friends
BEAVER NEWS Page Three
by Nancy Croup
Dr Moss Jackson will be rolling
on to more intense corcentration
In his private practice his p0-
sitiDfl 8.S chief psychologist at the
North-East Mental Health Clinic
next year For this reason he will
not return to Beavers psychology
department next semester
Dr Jackson admits that al
though hell miss teaching he is
satiated with it arid needs change
of eircumstance where he can put
his training as clinician to more
beneficini use He is happy with
the prospect that some Beaver
psychology students will be work-
ing with him at the clinic partici
patthg In group therapy and semin
ars as well as gaining valuable ex
perience with children in the out-
patient service
As another change of scene Dr
and Mrs Jackson recently spent
their vacation in Europe Asked
What was the main reason for the
trip Dr Jackson admitted that It
was nice being away from Beaver
and America and not reading any-
ththg by Ni.xoi
Amsterdam recalled Dr Jack-
son with smile Is the sanest city
Ive ever been to Where corn-
plete freedom Is the rule and the
state doesnt set up needless frus
traUon unique people are ac
cepted whereas here we just call
them deviant This tolerance
breeds warm and friendly people
who dont feel overwhelmed by
It alL Re thinks of it as utopia
and would like to go back
For Philadelphians however the
most significant part of Dr Jack-
sons trip Is the five days he spent
In London While there he met
Since when ha setf-discovery re
placed the pre-eminence of breath
control pronunciation and posture
as the objective of class on public
speaking Since Mr Terry Theo
dores Oral Communications
course replaced Voice and Dic
tion in Beavers catalogue Kris
Langley Judy Collins Iiarian Is-
serman and Lauri Olin are the
girls involved and each is now ex
ploring the image she creates as
communicator
The experience of presenting
peech to the class and receiving
criticism on its content and deliv
ery has made each girl aware of
hr own style of expression and
ha.s helped her to determine how
she sbruld control or develop this
KrIs has identified dramatic
quality In her presentation which
she hopes to tone down and sus
tam Judy will be working toward
greater contact with the audience
while Macian describes her goal as
looser less nechanical deliv
ery
In addition to the speeches the
curriculum includes debates and
conferences The subjects of these
like those of the speeches are
based on current issues selected by
the class members The girls have
and Janet Hayes
Richard Branson who founded the
HELP program in London two and
half years ago Mr Branson
helped Dr Jackson design simi
lai program which is scheduled to
open in nearby Lansdale during the
summer Within few months
anyone in the vicinity of Lansdale
will be able to pick up the phone
and complain about any personal
problems he might have parents
jobs sex drugs or whatever On
the receiving end of these problems
will be student volunteers specially
trained In giving correct informa
tion to people who need it no mat-
ter what hour of the day or night
Dr Jackson will also be acting
as an on-call consultant for SHAC
or Suburban Help Advisory Center
designed to help adolescents make
necessary decisions about their
lives in radIy changing society
In addition to assistance from other
psychiatrists student volunteers
will be drawn from neighboring
high schools and colleges the main
eriterinn being that they have
their heads about them
Dr Jackson is dismayed by the
inevitable fact that society tends
to be so oppressive that it treats
people as machines and numbers
Were going to treat people as pro-
ple He is aware of the painful
fear of themselves and of others
which surround people His plans
revolve around trying to change
that unattractive fact of life He
would like to create an atmosphere
of people living together not be-
ing afraid of themselves It ap
pears obvious that although Beaver
is losing valuable professor pro-
pie in need of help are gaining
friend
Judy describes these discussions
as informal saying They get us
talking and thinking spontaneously
and this way we learn more about
ourselves and others Marian
added that the sessions
broaden our views making us more
aware and more critical
Everyone plays the role of Corn-
municator whether consciously or
unconsciously With this in mind
the girls endorse the course for the
general enrollment as well as em-
phasize its importance for students
particularly interested in the sub-
ject Judy an elementary educa
tion major feels that others in this
field would benefit as she has from
the opportunity to get up and
start talking to an audience The
girls also noted that those inter-
ested in student government ofilces
might find the course helpful
The class will culminate in pro-
gram for which the girls will pre
pare speeches on topics which in-
terest them It is scheduled for
Thursday May in the Little
Theatre and should provide good
opportunity to discover what Oral
Communications is really all
Recent student strikes at Lehigh
University Hunter College and
Philadelphia community College
are expressions of student frustra
tion from their inability to partici
pate in their educational experl
ence Students want more respon
sibiity and review power over their
education They are angry about
being run arbitrarily by an admin
istration unresponsive to their
needs They want an education
useful to life
In most traditional classrooms
the students learning is self-re-
fleeting and out of touch with the
realities of life Out of high
schools and universities come men
and women confused in their func
tion as human beings eager to fit
into status slot in the machine
society
Those trustees administrators
and faculty afraid of what student
participation in the educational
program would result in must re
view and analyze the Parkway
Program in Philadelphia This
year-round program is an experi
meat in public education for high
school students initiated by John
Brerner former school superintend-
ent in one of the three decentrali
zation districts in New York City
Relevance
It has two outstanding aspects
first it lacks school building
second institutions and organiza
tions in the city offer their material
resources and instructions from
their highly-skilled personnel to the
students John Bremer describes
the educational program as pro-
One of the most real educational
experiences offered to Beaver sin-
dents will be available this sum-
mer Juniors or underclassmen
with special approval will have the
opportunity to observe prison sit-
uations live and first-hnnd This
internship will allow for closer
contact with the subject of study
and for an emotional and social
educational experience as well as
an academic one
Dr Neiman Johnston chairman
of the sociology department and one
of the nations experts in correc
tions initiated the program and will
hire director to coordinate it The
new summer course will be taken
for credit and other schools will
participate i.e University of Penn-
sylvania La Salle College and
probably Swarthmore and Bryn
Mawr Colleges Students will
commute or live in any one of 5ev-
eral correctional institutes in Penn-
sylvania and adjacent states
Students will be observing for
the most part They will join in
staff meetings talk to inmates
guards vocational professionals
psychotherapists and other people
connected with the prison Then
once each week to keep the pro-
gram organized and to coordinate
how the students learning experl
races are progressing all partici
pants will meet for day-long
seminar including discussions with
prison experts
As long as National Science Foun
dation funding holds up it will take
care of tuition and travel expenses
Readings and paper will be an
added part of the internship
rounding off the academic whole-
ness of the course
As Dr Johnston says Limited
but definite opportunities are open-
ing up for women in corrections
and related fields such as proba
Lion as well as the more common
positions in social work involving
delinquents There is no similar
kind of program for either men or
women on an undergraduate or
graduate level in this area
People scream for true-to-life
education students want socially
relevant information which they
can directly apply to their world
This will be life and this will be
by Lffliam Oliva
cess or activity not place Ac-
cording to him the city is the cam-
pus and the curriculum Students
choose their activities from offer-
ings made by scientific centers
such as Franklin Institute business
centers such as the Insurance Corn-
pany of North America and corn-
inunication centers such as KYW
The Bulletin and Inquirer Courses
are relevant to student concerns
like urban affairs the Vietnam
War and African studies
Students also belong to groups of
15 called tutorial groups joined by
faculty member and university
intern Within this unit basic
skills such as mathematics and lan-
guage are learned as well as per-
sonal encouragement support and
counselling Student performance
is also evaluated Each group will
function in the way seen by the
students and teachers as the most
successful These range from
formal tutoring sessions to indi
vidual faculty-student conferences
to discussions and field trips
There are management groups
consisting of students and faculty
who have chosen to assume the re
sponsibiity and to perform the
services necessary for the Park-
ways operation Students there-
fore are involved in determining
the nature of the program Stu
dents faculty and cooperating in-
stitutions are responsible for the
educational program Town meet-
Ings are held weekly for the whole
community to voice their problems
and jointly find solutions
Sesame Street has been on the
air for six months and it is
fast becoming the most popular
television program for pro-school-
ers The public television stations
began running the show but now
many commercial stations have
picked it up The show is seen
on five channels in New York
Half of the nations pre-schoolers
six mfflion children have been
watching this new educational tool
Sesame $treet is made up of short
quickie segments which teach
the alphabet numbers and prob
1cm-solving The attention-grab
bing psychedelic cartoons which
teach these concepts are repeated
several times during the hour-long
program and again many times
throughout the week
Imlact
The Educational Testing Service
ETS of Princeton is in the pro-
cess of measuring the impact of
Besame Street on four-year-old
children Several Beaver students
have been employed by llTS since
October These girls have pro-
tested area four-year-olds and then
observed these children as they
watch the show In May the chil
dren will be re-tested and ETS will
evaluate the findings to see if 2es-
ame Street was responsible for any
overt learning
Those Beaver students who have
been involved with Sesame Street
have already formed opinions of
their own concerning the benefits
of the show Many of the girls
have watched child grow and
learn as the months of television
viewing pass Many of the nations
children are extremely television-
oriented and Sesame Street takes
advantage of this aspect
However questions have been
raised concerning the need for so
much repetition of exactly the same
cartoons perhaps as much as five
times in one hour Some report
Presently there are 500 students
30 faculty and 30 university in-
terns divided into three units lo
rated In different areas of the city
Admission is made on random
basis ensuring that equal numbers
be admitted from each of the school
districts so that the school be
properly integrated Every stu
dent in the city who expresses Ia-
terest is eligible regardless of his
academic and behavioral records
An Answer
The Parkway Program is ex
pending rapidly There were
nearly 10000 applicants in June
1969 More than 251 courses are
being offered Highly qualified ad-
ministrators and professors are
joining the community In con-
junction with professors from
Temple University Parkway stu
dents are attempting scientific
analysis of the effects of the pro-
gram on them
It is too early to determine the
results yet But this project is
answering student demands Once
one has the responsibility to choose
and to participate in the educa
tional experience It becomes more
meaningful By sharing responsi
bilities students and faculty cre
ate courses responsive to their
needs No arbitrary decisions are
made student and teacher learn
from each other student ox-
plores does not memorize It is
learning community its mean-
ingful education an education use-
ful to life
Strikers are asking for the same
opportunity
that the children they observe
seem to be getting bored they have
already caught on to the concept
being taught and they are tired of
hearing it over and over again In
the beginning the repetition helped
them learn but now it may have
gone little too far This is prob
ably one aspect of the show that
the creators have also been evalu
ating
Parental Pros and Cons
Mothers of several of the cliii-
dren who are watching the show
have expressed their views too
Some mothers whose four-year-
olds are watching Sesame Street
at nursery school feel that it is
waste of their money the child
should be occupied with other ac
tivities while he is at school in-
stead of watching television which
he could do at home for free Other
mothers appreciate the fact that
their chuldrer can watch the show
while they surrounded by their
peers children often help each
other in the learning process
Mothers who watch Sesame
Street at home along with their
child have enjoyed learning what
it is that they should be teaching
their child before he enters kin-
dergarten In this way the show
Is creating more of an awareness
in parents they are becoming more
concerned with the education of
their children
With all of these viewpoints be-
ing expressed it will be interesting
to see the actual results of Ekluca
tional Testing Srvices evalun
tions The executive producer of
Sesame Street believes that the
show will help to close the knowl
edge gap between children of lower-
and middle-income families Edu
cators throughout the nation must
certainly hope that as simple
thing as daily television show
will create such an effect it just
could solve big academic dilemma
esday Apr8 28 1970
Br1 Jatksun Leaves Beaver
To Head Psychology at Mental Health Clinic
And Assist Suburban Help Advisory Center
Students React to Stifling Education
Summer Prison Beaver Girls Help ETS
Course Offered Evaluate Sesame Street
by Joanne Trachtenberg
Oral Communications Stresses
Discovery Through Expression
by Linda Edwards
Draft New Drug Laws and
The Legalization of Abortion
The Committee on Educational Policy has approved course in
Elementary Italian 1-2 for the scholastic year 1970-71 The class
will meet at 1130 a.m in 13 on Monday Tuesday Thursday
and Friday and requires no previous training of course As is
custcimary in language courses there will be two hours of laboratory
practice Dr Preu will instruct the course
oonsidered aueh topics The about relevant
Once you have finished giggling
and making smart remarks the
ideas voiced by the Womens Liber
ation Movement are not so amus
ing but worth analysis The Wo
mens Liberation Front is not
bunch of aggressive lesbians or
bunch of crazy eccentric idle wo
men who have nothing better to do
than run around burning their bras
and boycotting beauty pageants
It is not conspiracy against man
either
It Is leaderless movement
ranging from 10000 to 50000 wo
men who are challenging the tra
ditional roles played by women and
men in this society They are not
only trying to liberate themselves
from their squeamish womanly
roles but at the same time they
are trying to destroy the notion
that man must be the all-American
tough he-man bread-winner and
king of the jungle
Forever Hemely
What has been our portrayal
We are weak creatures mentally
and physically who must be cared
for and supported by our men
Our place Is at home cooking and
rearing children If we do go to
college we are expected to work
for two or three years and then
retire to the household chores
children and husband
Kitsi lBurkhart reporter for
The Bulletin and dedicated sup-
porter of this movement says even
in the business and professional
world we have been assigned the
motherhood tasks large majority
of women are nurses not doctors
secretaries not executives re
searchers not writers bookkeepers
not managers teachers not ad-
ministrators According to the
Labor Department one-fifth
of four-year college women are in
clerical sales or semi-skilled jobs
1968 figures from the Labor De
partment show the median income
of full time workers
white man white woman
$8014 $4700
black man black woman
$5603 $3677
at professional and technical level
the average income was
men $10151
women 6691
at managerial level
men $10340
women 5635
at clerical level
men 7351
Three elementary education ma-
jors have elected to do independent
studies this semester Andrea Ri-
sen senior is basing her inde
pendent study on the classroom in
which she taught last semester
It is self-paced non-graded
classroom of fourth and fifth grad-
era at Erdenheim Elementary
School
This experimental technique was
Initiated by the teacher Miss Linda
Rosenberg in September and Andy
observed the effects during her
eight weeks of student teaching
Now she is evaluating it to see if
the class Is successful She will
be assessing the students on their
academic interest academic
achievement involvement with
world problems and degree of so-
cml interaction between fourth and
fifth graders Her methods of
evaluation include questionnaires to
parents sociograms achievement
tests and the Philadelphia Inquirer
current events test From this
information she will draw her con-
clusions and present the results in
her written report
Joanne Trachtenberg junior is
performing an experiment to eva.l
uate the effects of positive rein-
forcement Her subjects are nur
sery school children from the Ab
ington Presbyterian Nursery
School She is testing the effects
of praise on the amount of verbal-
at factory level
men 6738
women 3991
Wcmen mche according to these
1968 figures 58 for every $1
man makes
Equal Sebmequal
Trade union representatives still
defend hour and weight lim
itation laws and minimum wage
laws for women It was not until
1964 that Civil Rights Act was
passed including sex discrimina
tion ban In its annual report in
19G7 the Equal Employment Op
portunity Commission stated that
well over third of the complaints
it received and analyzed were al-
leged discrimination based on sex
There are four million more women
than men in the United States
yet women occupy only 2% of all
managerial positions women hold
less than 1% in elected offices
Betty Friedan founder in 1966
of the National Organization for
Women has put the fronts protest
in amazingly precise words too
much has been made of defining
human personality and destiny in
terms of sex organs After all we
share the human brain NOW
members have picketed for the Bill
of Rights to include clauses on abor
tion repeal equal employment and
education equal job training and
child care centers Also they
pledge to vote for men who take
stand on womens liberation They
are working for equitable repro-
sentation of women in politics and
policy-making bodies
The 40 communes in West
Philadelphia are enacting the wo
mens liberation philosophy by
getting rid of role playing lath-
viduala are expected to share in
the household chores and respon
sibiity of roaring children Man
accepts woman as an independent
individual The relationship is one
of sharing and sexual liberation
because contraception allows for
the couples to cultivate trust
fection and loyalty
Communal living ends the main-
tenance role of women and bread-
winner productive role of men It
asserts the basic doctrine of the
womens liberation movement that
all human beings should have
productive role in our society
The lack of front here at Boa-
ver must mean we are either all
liberated or all oppressed women
iration to selected pictures shown
to the children An experimental
group of children are praised every
time they say something about
the pictures control group is not
spoken to at all when they ver
balize Joanne hypothesizes that
praise WiLl increase the amount of
verbalization in the experimental
group of children Many studies
have been done which prove that
positive reinforcement used cor
reetly by teachers can effectively
mold the children in any way
teacher wishes Teachers who
know this technique can easily rid
themselves of behavior problems
in their classrooms
Diane Wattay junior is doing
an independent study on flim-mak
lag in the elementary school class-
room After researching the topic
Diane made film of sixth grade
class at McDonald School making
their own film The teacher Mrs
Dinlocker specialized in media and
is using the film-making technique
with this class of slow learners
All other conventional approaches
to teaching have failed with the
children Diane is currently trying
to convince her husband that she
needs zoom lens camera to do
an effective job
These Independent studies are
further evidence of how college
study can be effectively transferred
to relevant application
BEAVER NEWS
by Gil Bonfietti
Nlchereu Shoshu sect of Japa
nose Buddhism is rapidly gaining
in membership in this country
Buddhist monk Nlchereu Dushon
ion founded this religion in the
15-century He believed that en-
lightenment could be achieved
through the practice of chanting
four words nun myoho-renge
kyo to scroll called the go
honion Today this ritual is con-
tinued as thousands of adherents
chant the dumoku each morning
and night
Prospective members are solic
ited by practice called shaki
butsu which often takes place on
busy street corner Passers-by
are approached and invited to at-
tend Buddhist meetings which are
usually conducted in members
apartment or home This process
has proven effective in gaining
over 200000 members in the Uni
ted States alone
program consists of chanting
and songs cheers and lessons in
the teachings of Nichereu Shoshu
and testimony to the benefits of
chanting This sect believes in an
intimate connection between the
physical and spiritual worlds
Through chanting it has been at-
tested that one will receive ma-
terial benefits like new television
set or hair dryer Those who con-
tinue chanting faithfully look to
receive spiritual peace inner liar-
mony and sense of direction
The majority of members of this
Buddhist sect are Japanese yet
thousands of young and middle-
aged Americans are becoming in-
volved Disciples of the Nichereu
Shoshu are spreading around the
country and are reaping college
students in hopes of offering them
religion and way of life Perhaps
there is something to be found in
seeking the end-products of this
religion and philosophy peace of
mind
One has to go far to find an
adequate and readable history of
the American theatre Although
the average college student can
speak with some gree of fluency
on American literature and art
one finds that he has little to say
on the development of the Amen
can theatre tradition It seems
that although America has coma
into her own in most areas she
still hangs after Europe for the
last word on good theatre It is
this very level of faith in the
American public that undermines
our culture Perhaps one day it
will be unnecessary to announce
Our American Cousin the
play Lincoin was watching when
he got shot an in the same
breath As Theatre Playshop
wishes to illustrate this week Our
American Cousin is play compel-
ling enough in its freedom and
spontaneity to sustain its actors
and refreshing enough in its vital-
ity to entertain its audience
The play written by Tom Pay-
br admittedly is rather hokey
melodrama bordering on triteness
Its plot line is derived from the
classical American myth the
rough spun and honest-hearted
backwoodsman Asa Trenchard in-
vades the self-complacency of Eng
lish society smiling winsomely and
spouting profusedly such colorful
American inanities as Wa.l guess
shooting with bows and arrows Is
juSt about like most things in life
all youve got to do is to keep the
sun out of your eyes look straight
pull strong calculate the dis
tance and youre sure to hit the
mark in most things as well as
shooting
Our American Cousin was first
submitted for production to Laura
Keene an accomplished actress
who had formulated her own com
pany in New York She found the
script to be very unappealing It
was only under the persuasion of
her house manager John Lutz
who saw its potential and her
leading actor Joe Jefferson who
had his eye on the part that her
company undertook the produc
tion Laura played Florence Joe
Jefferson played Am Trenchard
and Southern played Lord
Dundreary The play was an Im
mediate and continuing success
It ran until 1869 which made it
the longest run of that time It
also established New York as
first-class theatre city Having
already pointed out that the play
itself is of no consequence one
might conclude that the implica
tions of its success said little for
the mentality of the average 19-
century theatre goer Actually the
play did and does have one re
deeming quality that more or less
obscures all else that is the
pervading feeling of genuine hap-
piness strikingly similar to the
gaiety One finds in Shakespeares
lyrical comedies In this light the
triteness of the script becomes
virtue in that the actors approach
their roles with certain degree
of light-heartedness They are
uninhibited enotlgh to exercise cre
ative freedom Consequently Joe
Jefferson and Southern be-
came world-known for their ox-
tensive use of improvisation Even-
tually the part of Lord Dundreary
which originally had but few
lines came to dominate the play
In 1859 Laura Keene Joe Jeffer
son and Southern split each
of them carrying the play to vat
rious parts of the world where it
was met with equal success To
add slight touch of human inter-
est it might be interesting to note
that Laura Keene eventually mar-
tied John Lutz the man who had
started the whole thing Also
Laura Keene happened to be IAn-
coIns favorite actress It was
she who first identified John Wilkes
Booth as his assassin As no-
suit of this the police gratefully
arrested her
Mr Terry Theodore who is di-
recting Playshops production has
elected to stylistically approach
the play within Its historical con-
text That is it is to be as au
thentic and closely like the original
as possible To further augment
this feeling of authenticity din-
play of theatrical items from the
period have been procured for the
lobby This means melodrama
sopping wit and broad slapstick
Included in the program are some
song and dance routines which im
der the patient and much appreci
ated guidance of Carolyn Booth
attempt to approximate the spirit
in which the play was conceived
This production in particular
has lent great lift to the morale
of Theatre Playshop This new
optimism may be attributed not
only to the genial spirit of the play
but also to the ingenuity and in-
telligence of the nine actors Thin
congeniality Is not without its par-
Continued on Page Col
Page Four
Women Liberation Movement
Urges More Productive Society
by Lililain Oliva
women 4.789
Nichereu Shoshu Honest Slapstick and Melodrama
Gains Popularity Conveys Taylors American Myth
Tuesday April 28 1970
Cast rehearses Our Arneriean Cousin
by Cathye Stoops
Elementary Education Majors
Design Independent Studies
International ID Card
Aids Students Abroad
by Gail Pasternak
The Council on International Ed-
ucational Exchange has appointed
the Office of International Pro-
grams of Beaver College agent for
the International Student IdentIty
card Costing only 50 the value
of the card far exceeds its price by
offering the holder discounts and
student reductions at some thea-
ters concert halls shops and most
museums In Europe
Students holding the cards
are also eligible for such services
as intra-European student charter
flights student train and bus inane-
pontation low-cost tours and boll-
day centers accommodations In
student hosteLs and meals in atu
dent restaurants All of these are
offered by the European national
student travel bureaus
According to Dr David Gray
director of the Office of Interna
tlonal Programs all students par-
ticipating 1.ri Beaver European
program will automatically receive
card AJI other students both
Beaver students and those attend-
Ing other colleges or universities
may obtain one by completing
application available in the office
and submitting picture with di-
mensions of no larger than 1%
inches by inches in addition to
the application fee
The cards are valid for one
year and then must be renewed
Our American Cousin opens tomorrow April 29 at 00 p.m
and will run through Sunday May the Sunday performance is
matinee starting at p.m. Tickets for the play will be on sale
outside the dining room every day this week Tickets for the
Wednesday and Thursday performances are free for Beaver students
all other performances will cost 50g Outside students must pay
one dollar and the general public must pay two dollars
Tuesday April 28 1970
Six years ago freshmen like
Betsy Mackerell had to be in their
dorms at 30 p.m on weeknights
Smoking in rooms was punishable
by eight strict weekends and
smoking in the Glenside train sta
tion was an unthinkable offense
This year after many changes
Betsy Mackerell leaves Beaver as
Elisabeth Ruch student teacher
coach and friend
Mrs Ruch will be receiving her
masters degree in Health and
Physical Education this August
from West Chester State College
Then shes headed for Germany
where her husband Randy has
been transferred An engineering
progran-imer for Mobil Computers
he is working on government con-
tract there for six months to two
years Their home will be near an
army base where Mrs Ruch hopes
to secure teaching position in
physical education preferably on
the high school level Since she
speaks no German the American
schools there will afford her the
opportunity to teach in English
She loves Beaver though and as
she smiled she added might
someday consider coming back if
dont have family by then
really enjoyed Beaver she re
peated many times It has lot
to offer if people would only take
the time to look around
Mrs Ruch originally from Had
donfleld New Jersey graduated
from Beaver in June 1967 major
ing in physical education After
just one summer away from her
alma mater she returned as phy
sical education teacher Mrs Ituch
explained that after she graduated
the physical education major was
abandoned chuckled quietly
wondering if she had insinuated
The Slater food service released
the results of the food preference
survey of November 1969 with the
following astonishing results
95% of the students who re
sponded liked doughnuts for
breakfast while only 9% exhibited
marked preference for grits
3% did not know whether or not
they liked orange juice but melons
were whopping success with
honeydew favored by 86% water
melon by 80% and canteloupe by
76%
Beaver students showed an anti-
militaristic streak by turning
thumbs down on Navy bean soup
by 48% to 8% with 44% unsure
Tossed green salad was well-
rated by 93% and chefs salad by
83% although kidney bean salad
fared rather poorly being enjoyed
by only two students
Sandwiches proved popular all-
around especially BLTs 94%
The members of the library staff
are interested in becoming in
volved meaningful way ac
11.1.3 on campus other than aca
jemics and are willing to help any
roup of students interested in
popular cause Bibliographies an
black studies and pollution have
already been distributed to all
students In response to Earth
that perhaps she was the cause of
this new academic policy She
quickly added that the major was
great and it made big diflerence
on campus Among examples she
cited was the fact that during her
junior and senior years here the
SGO presidents class presidents
and Athletic Association presidents
were all physical education majors
There were as many as seven girls
in each class majoring in physical
education more than we have in
many of our majors now
Mrs Ruch was married in June
1919 and returned for third
year of teaching Presently the
coach of the hockey and lacrosse
teams she modestly explained
Theyre the best yet We had
great hockey team and weve got
the best lacrosse team weve had
in five years What strange co
incidence that Mrs Ruch has been
vital part of the team during
those five years Does everything
she touch turn to gold
sponding students 88% liked
roast turkey but turkey croquettes
were barely approved Fried liver
was low man on the entree list
with 20% liking it
Corn both on the cob and
whole kernelscored highly among
the vegetables at the opposite end
were mustard greens red cabbage
and turnips Only 31% of Beaver
girls liked Harvard beets even
broccoli did better
None of the breads were liked by
less than 66% of the students and
the next lowest percentage was
73% resounding 94% were hot
biscuit fans and 90% okayed
French bread
Fresh apples led the desserts
receiving approval of 98% of those
questioned Ice cream followed
closely with 97% affirming 23%
liked bread pudding and almost
one.third of those students checked
Like lot
Week activities the library was
used as display area for material
on conservation
On April 22 Earth Day Mrs
Ellen Greybois joined the library
staff as assistant reference librar
ian Mrs Greybois replaced Mrs
Ellen Haig Beaver alumna who
recently retired
BEAVER NEWS
Religious Alternatives
Examined Off-Campus
by Gil Bonfietti
student in one-sided environ-
ment such as Beaver where the pri
mary concern of the female coteries
is all too often weekend and social
and fashion trends often misses
out on current issues such as re
ligious trends occurring on larger
campuses At the University of
Pennsylvania where larger
cross-sectioned co-educational en-
vironment is fertile breeding
ground for NOW and national
activities one has the chance to
get in on things as reality presents
them
Living on or even visiting this
type of campus one is exposed like
it or not to prophets of ever-grow-
lag religious movements ranging
from Buddhism to drug cults as
way of life Students are increas
ingly and more seriously searching
out examining evaluating and
adapting religious faith which
personalized can be used as plat
form and basis of viewing them-
selves their fellow men their
world and acting accordingly The
active students have put strength
in the formation of number of
religious groups which sponsor ac
tivities on campus and in their
community
Open and free con.fronta.tions are
unavoidable with students They
open channels and offer sharing
of the wealth of life-enrichment
their faith has given them
There is no pushy stale dog-
matic atmosphere presented on
campus as far as religion goes it
is free and available to those who
are willing One is usually allowed
chance to voice personal expres
sion in an open river of established
communications and both parties
preacher and listener thus are
left with feeling of having ex
perienced retro-active giving pro-
cesswhich in any religion is
beautiful way to experience people
their ways and ideas
For those who are motivated by
these interests there are well-pub-
licized meetings and events in and
around campus which offer another
way of thinking Overexposure is
non-existent for with willing
open and receptive attitude in the
examination of as many religions
as possible ones religious faith
will be all the more solid and en
itching
News Review
Mrs Nina Roy assistant pro-
fessor of mathematics is resigning
her position at Beaver to obtain her
doctorate in mathematics at Bryn
Mawr College She was awarded
National Science Foundation Fac
ulty Fellowship one of only 212
such fellowships given throughout
the United States which award
the recipients sum of money
equal to one-years salary Mrs
Roy considers this quite an honor
saying What pleased me the
most is evidence of lack of dis
criminatioii agaiilt women since
there are so many men competing
She has been taking courses toward
her doctorate at Bryn Mawr since
1966
Her interest in mathematics goes
back to high school and one of her
teachers there She admits that
because of the constant number of
changes in this field she has to
run just to keep up In order to
be good teacher you have to
study great deal Courses and
textbooks change an the time
Courses that used to be taught in
graduate school are now taught
at the undergraduate level The
only way to keep up is by constant
study
This is one reason why Mrs Roy
went back to school in 1966 She
was then encouraged by her pro-
fessor at Bryn Mawr to go for her
doctorate
She did her undergraduate work
at Mount Holyoke College and re
ceived her masters degree at the
University of California at Berke
ley After teaching at the Univer
sity of California for two years
she moved to the east
In 1959 after her last child was
born she took part-time job at
Beaver Mrs Roy has taught full-
time for the past four years She
feels that because academic stand-
ards have gone up during the past
11 years Beaver has changed for
the better The math department
she observed has improved through
the introduction of more up-to-
date courses and an increased num
ber of faculty When she first
came here only she and the chair-
man of the department taught
Mrs Roy enjoys teaching at Bea
ver because the classes are small
Most of the girls are courteous
and have nice manners On the
other hand enjoy the faet that
Page Frye
Here am condemning it as trite
and dull and at the same time
cannot condemn the creator be-
cause feel he was overwhelmed
by and powerless to forces beyond
his control Why should instead
condemn the American movie in-
dustry and the public when Ants-
nioni says love this country
hated this movie but am just
wide-eyed blind cultist kid trying
to preserve myth of an avant-
garde idol Jonas Mekas really
dug the movie and asked his Voice
readers if he was moron Why is
everyone losing his cool and run-
fling around asking ze silly-pointed
questions Simple Antonioni
Zabriskie Point does not miss the
poifit And its not pointless An-
tonioni couldnt sift through the
ugly beauty of America he got
lost in the desert But he tried
bad movie by an honest artist can
not be taken lightly Yes and no
to every question previously
asked and now lets figure out why
Subjective Objectifications
This visually gorgeous invaders
travelogue never tours the minds
or the souls of its characters or
the American syndrome but grace-
fully skims the external never in-
Continued on Page Col
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Mrs Nina Roy
they are articulate One of the
purposes of womens colleges Is to
give women more self-confidence
In co-ed schools girls often get
pushed to the back she said
have seen this increasing self-
confidence develop at Beaver The
girls used to be shy and subdued
Now they are more outspoken
but not rude It has been plea-
sure to work at the college She
also feels that Beaver students now
are more serious than they were in
1959
Mrs Roy thinks that there is
room for improvement in that she
wishes there was more determiina
tion to achieve academically She
believes that there is great deal
of social pressure which forces girls
to go out on dates or go away on
weekends when they should be
studying Some would like to
study but there is this social pres
sure
Mrs Roy feels strongly about
maintaining womens colleges
hope that all womens colleges dont
go co-ed she said Womens col
leges according to the assistant
professor develop self-confidence
and abilities
Though Mrs Roy enjoyed teach-
ing at Beaver she didnt care for
commuting For this reason she
has decided to resign rather than
to take leave of absence She
hopes that with her doctorate she
will be able to get position closer
to home We wish her well
Profile
Mrs Elisabeth Ruch
by Nancy Schneider
HONEST SLAPSTICK
Continued from Page Col
ings and frequent confrontations
What it amounts to is production
that vibrates with radiant exu
herant wholesomeness If you de
tect note of sarcasm in this last
statement it is because wholesome-
ness easy as it sounds is no small
effort consider for example the
world in general
So please come We expect and
want our villains to be booed and
our heroes applauded Bring your
energy and bting friend with
whom you want to laugh
Mrs Elisabeth Ruch
ticular tensions occasional drift- The Death Valley of Antonioni
by Marsha Pels
What disappointment What lag everyone it should be seen
damn shame But gather in
our hot-pressed cool-lipped media-
whipped society it would be cul
tural impossibility to avoid all the
predetermined expectation of
baited-breath film without its ac
tual viewing becoming post-mor
tem Im mourning Zabriskie
Point It is the death valley of
AntonionIs career Just desserts
for all involved shall spare us all
the barren wastelands of an arid
oasis of deserted puns and hit rock
bottom
Antonionis tourist attraction of
America is an empty boring film
and beautiful film an apathetic
film which has ironically caused the
most unapathetic reaction in film
history for the last few years
What happened before and during
the filming and after this showing
is more exciting than the actual
film itself But this insipid fail-
ure has raised within me many
questions and reaffirmations about
the state of modern films more
than any film in long time
Therefore dont know if the film
is true universal inspiration or if
am just suffering from personal
attempt to rationalize the failure
of so-called genius If feel its
such rotten film why am tell-
Profile
Mrs Nina Roy
by Anna Smith
Thumbs Down on Navy Bean
by Jackie Manela
and cold roast beef 93 Liver-
wurst however left many unsatis- Beverages ranged from 80-88%
fled and despite plug from Dr likeables except for coffee which
Gates earlier in the year the was rejected by 33/a
sandwich appealed to dismal Students wishing to examine the
20% IBM-ed results more carefully
The often-served roast beef en- should contact Mr Charles Cooley
tree was favored by 93 of re- in the dining room office
Notes from the Library
and child-like ignorance of brave
wiassuming onlooker The further
away Antonioni gets from his
homeland the greater the emp
tiness of his films symbolism the
greater his one-dimensional awe-
some reaction to contradictory un
knowns and the greater his inabil
ity to cope with their complexity
resulting in Virtual intellectual
disintegration toward remotely
sensual unbased images and pho
tographic dots and dashes pretty
pictures and symbols do not equal
art Antonioni has lowered him-
self to be an honest man making
pretty pthtures about things he
doesnt understand but he knows he
never could and didnt try to
and shouldnt our reach exceed our
grasp As Antonioni has said
am not philosopher or sociolo
gist am not moralist and
my film is neither denunciation
nor sermon It is story told in
images whereby hope it may be
possible to perceive not the birth
of mistaken attitude but the man-
ner in which attitudes and feelings
are misunderstood today In
1967 review of Blow-Up the great
white goddess Pauline Kael called
Antonioni quite aptly Tourist
in the city of Youth now add of
America too Its obvious that
theres new kind of non-Involve-
mont among youth but we cant
get at what thats all about by An-
tontonis terms He is apparently
unable to respond to or to convey
the new sense of community among
youth or the humor or fervor and
astonishing speed in their rejecting
of older values he sees only the
emptiness of pop culture Maybe he
felt more but all he shows us was
that above statement He depicts
dehumanization materialism plus-
ticism all the Big Uglies of our so-
ciety in dehumanized material-
istic plastic way He depicts the
youth movement and its repercus
sions by using its own symbols and
clichØs and surface values its
dehumanized materialistic plastic
New TJglies He objectifies his ob
sessions in subjective manner
Antonioni is the kind of thinker
who will swear there are no social
or moral judgements in his pie-
tures but every little movement
is the artists decision his choice
whether he wants to accept this
or not is his own form of self-de
ception but its there But
strangely the judgments he non-
makes are ones am sympathetic
to and end up seeing through and
rejecting because he is victim of
all those things he wants to avoid
and escape in non-value judgment
But Antonioni doesnt relate what
he shows to this ultimate judg
ment he leaves the associations up
to his audiences and feel this dis
location of sensibility is why so
many dont reali7e the moralizing
why they see Zabriskies political
implications as revolutionary its
humor as brilliant wit its morality
as unprecedented and its attitude
as hip when they are all boring
boring boring boring
Understanding Mirage
Throughout the movie we have
neat eclectic combination of var-
led violence student riots few
murders police brutality radical
meeting and now-famous fornica
tion scene-combo-mass hallucina
tory orgy plus thrown in few
bombings all those passionate
things which should create some
strong reaction No people
killed Im bored house blown-
up Im bored Two beautiful naked
bods making love in desert and
Im bored Somethings definitely
wrong Sensual or poetic slow ii-
lustrations of emotional chaos or
abstract revolutionary concepts
amidst deadly pace of slow-re-
petitive images usirg things
without an understanding of their
leveled meanings emerging as
clichØs leads to flowing succas
Zion of symbols for the sake of
their easy symbolism As Miss
journalistic details are used sym
bolicafly the artist does not
create frame of reference that
gives mcaiiing to the details he
simply exploits the ready-made
symbolic meanings people attach
to certain details and leaves us in
profound mess the middle-brow
moralists think its profound and
the hippies enjoy the mess For
instance one of many cliched con-
trived scenes opening scene
meeting of black/white student
revolutionaries at an univer
sity to discuss tactics comes off so
poorly so simply that any real
revolutionary would have spit on
the screen if he didnt set fire to it
To quote Hoffman from Wood-
stock Nation Take piece of
dark cellophane plastic and cut out
the letters BIJLLSHIT Paste this
over wide-faced flashlight or
lamp rigging that you can easily
make Always carry such rig-
ging to movies in which you want
to comment on what is on the
screen wished had had one
so many times
Focus On Empty Beauty
Now Ive controlled myself for
too long The acting The two
newcomers Antonionis new screen
orphans anti-hero and heroine the
alienated radical youth and the
free-living hippie chick Mark
Frechette and Dana Haiprin are so
unbelievably bad that after ten
minutes you have such an odd mix-
ture of disgust pity embarrass-
ment and laughter that you accept
their surface stupor My only
worry about the film says MGM
President James Aubrey is
that the kids will rip the seats
right out of the theatre Ho-Ho
The only act of violence which
this film inspired within me
was that wanted to punch
Danas stupid pretty head Her
insipid giggle is i.mbearable
And such self-consciousness
Many times something sup-
posedly funny is said and she starts
giggling ruining any affect
wanted She delivered her dia
logue with an innate sense of
stupidity And such heavy dia
logue SHE stoned Its beau-
tiful HE Its dead SHE
All right its dead orHE You
have to decide which side youre
on SHE There are thousands
of sides Mark delivered his
lines with greater degree of cool-
ness he looked at his shoes Any-
way dont know how Aintonioni
could not have known how bad
they were and kept them for their
physical beauty for he does have
strange attitude about actors and
their intellectual capacities When
an actor is intelligent his efforts to
be good actor are three times as
great for he wishes to deepen his
understanding to take everything
into account to include subtleties
and in doing so he trespasses on
ground which is not his in fact
he creates obstacles for himself
Antonioni prefers intuitive unin
telligent natural spontaneous act-
ing The film actor need not un
derstand but simply be One
might reason that in order to be
it is necessary to understand
Thats not so If it were then the
most intelligent actor would also
be the best actor Reality often in-
dicates the opposite This is all
fine if you are Mastrianni being or
Vitti being but Antonionis philos
ophy on acting backfired in his face
with Dana and Mark for empty
surface beauty is probably one of
the most boring things The oily
actor who maintained his integrity
was Rod Taylor he must have been
hell to work with for not only did
he transcend his corporate execu
tive stereotype but he knew how
to use those silences to establish
living human being and he even
managed to salvage the bad lines
which was an amazing feat
Faith Now In What
And quite frankly Im sick of
empty beautiful people Any re
lationship between them was arti
super-ficial What should have
been startling realizations or
BEAVER NEWS
unnatural unfolding of lousy plot
which you knew before it even hap-
pened And while Im bitching
Im sick of youth exploitation For
instance quote from new
American movie T.e Activist
the way look at it says Mike
to his girl it boils down to this
Youve got brain and youve got
body If you commit one and
hold back the other youre
phony Thats what liberals are
all about Now one can expect
that from the American moron in-
dustry but not from Antonioni
But since everything else is
commodity why should youth be
excluded Its the biggest corn-
modity around Yes Grin and
bear it Dank does This brings
me to something else Danas
transformation Those who liked
the film speak of Danas awaken-
ing culminating in her wishing for
and seeing her bosss house explod
ing Because of the superficiality of
her character can not believe her
realization but yet this explosion
followed by collage of consumer
goods exploding in slow motion
aerial ballet is compelling beau-
tiful piece of work perfect ex
ample of sheer physical form de
void of content concentration
on the external aspects of the an-
tons state of mind and not on the
states of mind themselves An-
tonlonis second blow-up was un
doubtedly visually stunning the
last ten minutes are sheer poetry
but still do not believe in Danas
capability to conceive of this and
then she switches back to her self-
contented smile as she drives into
rosy-fingened-venus-paradise-pos
tured-pastel sunset confirming the
unreality of the situation guess
he had to graphically re-establish
the fact that Dana is dynamite
chick And the irritating music
which never makes it being too
self-conscious Antonioni feels
musics function in film is to
establish rapport between the
music and the film not the music
and the spectator to complement
heighten and intensify the images
From an article in 1961 Film
Culture he discussed his reluctance
to use music in his films since
have too much faith in the
ethicacy the value the force the
suggestiveness of the images to
believe that the image cannot do
without music So why all this
misplaced music guess he lost
faith
And Im ready to say so did
except there is one last important
thing Something which makes
this movie so beautiful the cam-
era as art special silent long
shots as pure unadulterated art
sat there through it again for
these continuous pannings slow
silent focusings in and out as
painter would conceive of paint-
ing the screen as canvas An-
tonionis great love for painting
and his intimacy with an environ-
ment is evident when he frames
shot even though he insists In
framing shot certainly dont
have any particular painter or
painting in mind thats something
avoid But this film only works
when it stops being movie when
Antonioni stops being overwhelmed
and just lets it all happen Amer
ica seen through lens as Hop-
per Johns Rauschenberg
Kienholz Warhol an Oldenburg
Rothko Rivers Wyeth
Pollack deKooning Dine
when that camera quietly zooms
up at Taylor sitting in his office
zooms down board to white
carpet and feet zooms across
desert as car approaches zooms
through window at an old man
drinking his beer zooms across
Zabriskie Point without getting
lost or entrenched or killed Re-
maining alive just seeing Watch-
big Painting No exploitation
No dialogue No plot No beau-
tiful youth Just sense of being
Objects alive not used In spirit
Dead or Alive
One last thing There is another
movie In my very unmentionable
moments think that Costa Gay-
Zabri-skie Point but stopped with
the first initial since his ESP told
him Zabriskie Poin.t means death
as means He is alive is
great flawless movie filmed in
Greece with French cast which
says more about America and its
state of mind than any foreigner
or native could believe without get-
ting chills up his spine It is not
fair to compare the two movies
in fact its impossible wont
dare but seeing someone else just
capture America because of roil-
versality and seeing Antonioni
trying so hard just want Anton-
ioni to see and want to take
his passport and his luggage and
throw it all away and just let him
do what he knows where he knows
and maybe even give him paint-
brush and protect him from get-
ting burnt and dazed and lost in
the desert
Sports News
After yeas of hard work Bea
vers varsity and junior varsity
athletes and the Athletic Board will
be guests of honor at the annual
dinner tonight The banquet will
begin at 45 p.m in the dining
room and entertainment will be
provided by the Beaver Darn Six
Speeches and awards will be pre
seated in acknowledgement of the
athletes time and energies
An exciting and well-played la
crosse game with the University of
Pennsylvania was lost by
score of 4-3 This years team
has despite two loses proven bet-
tar than expected and their fight-
ing spirit battles on with meager
but appreciated audience of bois
terous Beaverettes
The two losses were redeemed
last week by two wins first de
feat of Chestnut Hill by 13-2 and
then win over Montgomery
County by 5-1 Theyll try to pro-
long the winning streak How
about trying to watch them do it
The annual Student Faculty
Softball Intramural scheduled
for last Tuesday was postponed
due to foul weather The game
will be played today at 600
p.m on the lacrosse field As
before students wil play each
other by dorms but miscel
laneous team will he formed if
too few people from one dorm
to play Last year the faculty
dealt stunning blow to the
students who will be out for
revenge If homers are not in
your league why dont you come
to chee
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HAZARD HOUSE
Available during Beaver College
Summer Semester 14 June 24 Aug
ust with waggle possible at both
ends Responsible caretaker con-
sortium of girls COUII swing deal
Room 05 Tall trees Swim club
Integrated neighlorhoo1
On Monday May the Liter-
ature East-West film series will
present Japanese film Mishi
mas Rites of Love and Death
at 130 p.m in the Little Thea-
tre Expand your horizons
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DEATH VALLEY Kael said of Blow-Up When
Continued from Page Col
ternal surface of country and its
youth with the naive sensibility
touching moments were just the ras started to name his movie
The final Facul-Tea Chat of this academic year will be held
toriiorrow April 29 at 400 p.m The sponsoring English depart-
ment is piased to announce that in addition to offering its normal
array of refreshing entertainment it will further enhance
its pre
sentation by having Dr Phylis Rackin currently one of the most
popular professors at the University of Pennsylvania who will be
joining Beavers English staff next year participate in the festivi
ties Be in
MILLERS ESSO
FREE 24 Bottles of 7-Up for every
LUBE OIL CHANGE FILTER
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
259 South Easton Road
next fo Penn Fruit
Tu 4-9161
